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Oh, Holy Spirit you’re my comfort
Strengthen me, hold my hand up high
As I stand upon your truth
Singing glory unto you
And let the peace of God
Let it reign

(Oh Lord I hunger)
Oh Lord I hunger
For more of you
Rise up within me
Let me know your truth
Oh Holy Spirit saturate my soul
And let the life of God
Fill me now
Let your healing power
Revive and make me whole
And let the peace of God
Let it reign

(Oh let us try that verse again
Oh Holy Sprit you’re my comfort)
Oh Holy Spirit you’re my comfort
(Oh strengthen me today Lord)
Strengthen me, hold my hand up high
As I stand upon your truth
Singing glory unto you
And let the peace of God
Let it reign

(Oh let us all sing it now)
Oh Lord I hunger for more of you
Rise up within me  
Let me know your truth  
Oh Holy Spirit saturate my soul  
And let the life of God fill me now  
Let your healing power  
Revive and make me whole  
And let the peace of God  
Let it reign

Hallelujah! Hallelujah! How many come for another surge of the Holy Sprit? That is what God promised friends. Shower, after shower, after shower until we are raised up so high, into such a rapturing faith, a rapturing grace.

Let’s bow our hearts in His presence this morning; as we commit the rest of the service into His great mighty hands.

Beloved Lord Jesus, we come and assemble ourselves today in Your divine presence, coming with the understanding that we come by a divine appointment, that You appointed the time, and Lord even with the exhortation that we should not forsake the assembling of ourselves, much more as we see the day approaching and dear God, how You have made clear to us that we are living in that day, in the day when the Son of man is revealed and here we are at the end of this great revealing of the Son of man Father, and we know that it always ends with a resurrection and dear God, here we are in this hour seeing what the great Holy Sprit that moved in the First Pull of the Son of man ministry, with healing contacting the body, with discernments contacting the sprit, and then dear God contacting the soul in that Third Pull.

And Father, today how we come in anticipation that through this great opening of the word these divinely revealed mystery truths Lord that is designed to literally turn the hearts of the children back to the faith of the fathers to show us how to prepare for great translation faith, would be so revealed and inspired to our hearts that Lord you can open up a way to bring our souls into a deeper fellowship with you to walk closer to you Father, to live under this divine atmosphere of the Holy Sprit where the mind of Christ is being revealed in every son and daughter of God that is in holy union with you, living under your headship knowing the capstone has come to cap off the pyramids of our lives.
Heavenly Father, we thank you that you have done this great thing in these last days Father, you have descended from heaven with a shout you have opened the Seven Seals you have called us out of dark denominationalism, you have brought us into the only provided place of worship and dear God we stand here with oil and wine worshiping you in a new song singing oh God because we see our name revealed under those Seals Father, a holy worship coming up unto you Father oh God that you can inhabit our praises and Lord how we look forward that your great holy Spirit that have started this great thing knowing that you do all three things.

You come in a shout; you come in the voice and Lord at the last trump, Lord God we know this mortal shall put on immortality, when the dead in Christ is raised incorruptible. We pray today Father that the Holy Spirit will speak expressly to us Lord that Lord God you’ll reveal yourself in such a way to challenge our hearts dear God, to lay aside every weight and every sin and to make ourselves completely available unto you, seeing what you have in store for us dear God, Seeing these great incentives that you put before your church in this hour that we might know you didn’t just call us to come out of denomination and gather around, Lord some little religious feeling or something Lord, but you brought us into a place where we can walk with you Father, we can live in your presence, you can prove your word by believers.

Hallelujah! And vindicate the promise of God for this hour. May you grant it dear God. You did say by an through the members of the bride all that is promised to be fulfilled would be fulfilled in this hour so Lord we come with this understanding, bowing our hearts in Your presence saying, Father blot out our transgressions, blot out everything oh God that is not of you Lord, Lord God because we sense the nearness of your Holy Sprit and we desire to receive today from your mighty hand that Lord God that when we leave this place we can leave triumphant, we can leave with a greater faith dear God more enlightened Lord, better understanding of what is happening in this hour, that we could walk in the rhythm of the gospel proudly displaying the blood of Jesus Christ the message of the hour on our chest.

Bless all that’s gathered in your presence, what a beautiful time oh God that all the saints Lord could be gathered in like this
Father, from Tobago and Grenada and St. Vincent oh God from Guyana from St. Kitts Lord from Brazil Father oh God from here in Trinidad Lord. We thank you father, that Lord God You have appointed a time like this and we pray your great Holy Spirit Lord unto who we have gathered this morning Lord Jesus would take each and every one into consideration and Lord you will minister to our needs dear God, we believe you will supply our needs according to your riches in glory because you did promise to do that.

And Lord Jesus all the saints that are gathered out in the islands and the region we pray that the great Holy Sprit oh God will visit them Lord, everyone will be so in that divine channel of communication where the inspiration of the Lord can drop, oh God and faith Lord God can move in every heart oh God to give us victory Lord to overcome this world you did say this conquering faith- the just shall live by this faith and this faith is the victory that overcomes the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life and oh God we can enter into rewards that is promised the over comers. May you grant It Lord, take full charge of this service. Lead and direct us in all that is to be said and done for we believe praying as we ask these mercies in Jesus precious name and could we all say Amen.

Amen! Praise His wonderful name. Trust you are not too disappointed you have to put up with me this morning, Amen our precious brother I think the load was, he did not expect to be preaching ten services and you know, he just felt he wanted to sit and be a part of the service here today, to see how things operate here in the local church. He didn’t want to come and preach and then don’t see how things happen here, and what he has seen so far, with the people and these things and as a matter of fact, they are on the hill there, but they are interpreting the service and transmitting it over into Brazil and they have one, two maybe about seven, eight churches that is hearing the service this morning from right here, in different parts of Brazil through the internet Amen Praise His mighty name.

So we are thankful that, you know what God can do in this age and these things we are talking about is what I want to preach on this morning right here, continuing my little inspiration I started at the beginning of this year on Dreams and Visions and Dimensions,
but I want to stick in Prophecy inside of there. I’ll like to invite your attention to the Book of Joel chapter 2, where we are going to take this from this morning. Amen

May the Lord just bless each and everyone and give you the desire of your heart. You better have your thinking caps on and fasten your seat belts this morning, because we are going for an eagle strike and an eagle flight this morning by the grace of God. Amen. Joel chapter 2. Great promise of the restoration of the church in the last days how it is going to come about, how this great thing is going to happen that’s what God promised Amen, there’s to be a former and a latter rain a planting of the Word and the outpouring of the spirit to make the Word live. The mechanics and the dynamics.

Joel Chapter 2 verse 23

*Be Glad then, ye children of Zion, and rejoice*

Notice that, *be glad you children of Zion*, How many know Zion travaileth and have brought forth her children, how many know Zion is the Lamb’s wife, Heavenly Jerusalem, Mt Zion the city of the living God. You children of Zion. How many know the bond woman have children? But how many know the free woman have children too? The elect lady and her children. He said, you children, not of Babylon, you children of Zion you be glad and you rejoice

*In the lord your God: for he hath given you the former rain moderately*

That’s the planting of the word, the teaching rain, if you have discernment and you see the Holy Spirit bringing the teaching rain, put the seed in, open the mysteries, the written mysteries, He planted it, He said the written mysteries is finished, we are waiting now for the headstone to come. Amen, we are waiting for the latter rain to come. Glory!

And she’ll be a super race then. My! And we were glad when we saw water baptism in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and we were glad when we saw no eternal hell and we were glad when we saw the promise of Malachi 4:5 and Revelation 10:7 and we were glad when we knew the Holy Ghost is to come back to the church in the last days, all these things were planted in the former rain Amen. Glory.

*And he will cause to come down for you*
He will cause to come down for you

the rain the former rain and the latter rain in the first month

Both rains coming together in the same season. How many know April is the first month? How many know that’s Easter Time? That’s right. Under that great Seven Seal that Easter Seal there was a Cloud appeared rain coming in the last days, Former rain is a teaching rain, not denominational teaching. Teaching the bride her position, showing her what God had made her in Christ, showing her that under no circumstances her name could be blotted out of the book Amen. Showing her who she is and what she is raised up for. Oh my! God caused her to come down at Easter time under the Seventh Seal,

A shout; what was that? A message – Seven Thunders uttered their voices Amen. Bringing to sow the seed of the entire Bible, former rain and latter rain that’s to make the Word live in the people. He will prove His Word by believers. By and through the members of the Bride, He will continue the work, He will finish it. She had been given the revealed mysteries, the undenominational bride to do what? Finish up the commission. To write another book of Acts. Is that right? [I have to remember they are interpreting] Amen

And the floors shall be full of wheat and the vats shall over flow with wine and oil

You are going to have wheat, that’s the Word, the seed. You are going to have wine, that’s the revelation. You are going to have oil, that’s the anointing of the Holy Sprit Amen. This is what is coming down – the rain brings this

And I will restore to you

Restoration – the hour of restoration, the time of the restitution of all things.

Restoration time, Elijah will come and restore. How will I restore? I will send Elijah, I will send Elijah. He will bring back what the Baptist worm eat off, he will bring back what the Catholic worm eat off, he will bring back what the Methodist worm eat off, he will bring back what the Pentecostal worm eat off. He will bring back one Lord one Faith one Baptism. Glory! My!

I will restore to you the years that the locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the caterpillar,
and the palmerworm. My great army which I sent among you.

And ye shall eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praise the name of the Lord your God.

That means when you come into the house of God, you better come with appetite because you shall eat in plenty. It shall have famine for the hearing of the true word in the world but among you, your vats will over flow your floor will be full and then blessed is the faithful and wise servant who when the master comes is giving out the meat in due season. Glory! That is the promise of the Bible. My!

And you shall be satisfied

When you see your name in the Book, you will be satisfied. When you see the identification of the Word in you, you get satisfied. Hallelujah!

And praise the name of the lord your god that hath dealt wondrously with you.

Who is that! Children of Zion. Children of Zion. Zion travail and bring forth her children. The Lamb’s wife, the elect lady and her children. She brought them forth. Glory! And praise the name of the Lord your God because it is revealed to you in the Thunders, when that rain comes, the name was revealed again. You know it wasn’t titles then Hallelujah! You know what the name is. Glory. My!

That hath dealt wondrously with you: and my people shall never be ashamed.

My people who I called out of Babylon. Come out of her, my people shall never be ashamed, never be embarrassed. I will reveal it to them and they could speak it in the revelation of their faith and watch me bring it to pass.

They will know I will keep my word. On the message Ashamed he said, ‘I was not embarrassed to say Seven Angels are coming,’ because he knew he was a channel of communication, he knew he was the Elijah, he knew he sowed the Word, he knew he revealed the written mysteries, he saw he had the identification; he know it was not Billy Graham and Oral Roberts. He knew it was him. Hallelujah! Glory! On Sirs this is the time? He identified that that angel of Rev: 3: 14 and Rev: 10:7 is the same angel and he will have the spirit of Elijah. Is that right? And the angel said your
message will forerun the coming Amen. And also the children will not be ashamed because part of the mystery is left for the children; they will speak it in the revelation of their own faith too. Hallelujah!

And you shall know that I am in the midst of Israel, and that I am the lord your God

You will know this because I will make it known to you. I’ll unveil myself by the Word. “Christ Revealed In His own Word”. “Christ Is The Mystery Of God Revealed”, “The Mighty God Unveiled Before Us”. You will know. You will not miss the presence. It will not be unrecognized. The identified Christ of all ages will be identified in your midst.

Did He identify himself, and prove that it was the same yesterday today and forever? Then these things have come to pass friends. Those things have come to pass, that’s not something to come down the road its happening. It’s happened and is happening: and my people,

And I am the Lord your God and none else: and my people shall never be ashamed

Zion’s children will never be ashamed

And it shall come to pass afterward

When I pour out this rain, When Elijah come and former and the latter rain come down in the same season

And it shall come to pass that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh

The just and the unjust all flesh is the just and the unjust all flesh is wheat and tares Amen.

I’ll pour out my sprit on all flesh and your sons

First goes to all flesh, but them he comes to your sons Hallelujah!

And your sons and your daughters.

Zion’s children here

Shall prophesy

Shall prophesy

Your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions

He say it shall happen, it’s up to you to say He don’t bring to pass His word. I say once he says it, it has to happen, and I say sons and daughters, and the old men and the young men would
have these experiences. And what is prophecy and what is dreams? Now catch this now the Holy Sprit is being poured out, first teaching rain - rain to make it happen. Then how are we seeing the manifestation of it? He specified three main things. Sure it have healing, sure it have discernment, sure it have wisdom, sure it have speaking in tongues, but here, he specified three things; prophecy, dreams and visions. Hallelujah! Prophecy dreams and visions. That’s information. A dream does reveal something, image and voice. A vision does reveal something, image and voice. Is that right? Prophecy does reveal voice, its communication. It’s saying something. It is Him communicating with His body.

And also upon the servants and upon his 
handmaids, in those days will I pour out my spirit.

May the Lord bless the reading of His Word. You may have your seat.

I want to speak on Dreams, Visions, Prophecy and Dimensions. Why? Because information- that kind of information does come through a dimension. You get that? For you to hear voice today on the radio on the television; that is coming through a dimension, right now it’s passing through this room. Is that right? And as long as you have the set that can pick up those voices. You put a radio here you’ll pick up every voice that that radio is designed to pick up, you will pick it up right here, its in a frequency beyond the pitch of your hearing that’s why you can’t hear it and what you couldn’t hear, and the images you couldn’t see, to you it had none because what you don’t see and what you don’t hear you don’t know. You get that? How many remembers that Gehazi at Dothan. Angels was there but he wasn’t seeing any and to him it had none. To him they had no protection, but then Elisha said, ‘Lord, open the boy eyes,’ and he saw there was no need to worry. Is that right? There was something in him that could have been turned on that wasn’t turned on until the prophet asked God to turn it on. You get that?

Wouldn’t it be great if God could turn on in you something to pick up the supernatural that is not turned on?

You know when you think of maybe somebody born deaf and then one day God turn on their hearing and they start to hear. Wouldn’t that be great? Or somebody born blind and one day God open their eyes and they get back sight and then they begin to
realize how beautiful things are, when they could look at the sunset and the sunrise and the Morningstar or a beautiful rose or something, that maybe they could’ve just smell but couldn’t see what is giving forth such a nice fragrance, and then to see it is a beautiful handy work of God, that is doing that when the eyes are turned on. They appreciate it more than just smelling it. Is that right? Because smelling it could only bring them to a partial realization of what it was, but when they begin to see it, then they could appreciate it in a greater way by having their sight turned on, that could not previously contact it, because their sense of sight was not functioning.

And that’s what God has done for the elect and is doing for the elect. You see people, you know we read in the Bible about Elect, and we read in the Bible where God said, ‘I will pour out my Spirit and you’ll have Dreams, Visions, Prophecy,’ and he specify those three things that will be there in the time of restoration, after the out pouring of the former and latter rain. These are some of the results that will be evident in the church, Amen. Just to help sensitize you a little bit, that’s why when the Seventh Seal was breaking and the latter rain was coming.... What started the Seven Seal? Six dreams and a vision - a prophecy that went forth to Arizona and then, three years after that prophecy became history, ‘This Day This Scripture Is Fulfilled’. But that was the first fold of the Seven Seal and when it came to the second fold, there was three dreams again, ‘I Will Ride This Trail Once More,’ is that right? That was between the Sixth and Seventh Trumpet that was connected to the Thunders and the Vials. He said, “I will show you what them men were dreaming.” They were dreaming a promise in the Bible. They were dreaming something to be interpreted, in symbol form it came. God through a divine channel of communication, God was communicating word from the Bible to follow the first fold of the Seventh Seal. Word from the Bible to move the Bride into position, that by and through her God was going to finish the work. Then how close are we to that this morning? Last year we come through, “On the Wing of a Snow White Dove”, print the book that “I’ll Ride This Trail Once More”. Me, an old man, God healed me, I’ve got to bring a message, Father there’s a message coming forth. Next message “Dove Leading Eagle”. Never went beyond the seventh verse. We
studied those things. We found out that in the days after the chief reaper went off the scene in the Book of Ruth, Boaz and Ruth, she was getting personal ministering, he took the headship over her and he was whispering the secrets in her ears when she came under the cover. Is that right? And he tell her, ‘I’ll finish the thing, I am going up to the gate in the morning,’ and she knew what he was doing in that hour. Naomi opened up things to her and she went to meet him but when she went there she start to know more than what Naomi knew. You get that? She came back to tell Naomi what he say he is going to do Glory! And then Naomi say, ‘rest if he say that it is finished you could relax girl, tie your soul to it, it’s impossible for him to lie because blessed be the Lord who hath remembered the dead and the living.’

A kinsman who relates to the dead and the living. Mahlon and Chilion and Elimelech had died and they were in poverty and their inheritance was lost, but then Boaz came to take the living ones out of destitution and restore back the inheritance that was forfeited Amen. And then through there, bring the heir, Obed, Glory! That Naomi could have an heir. Is that right? And when we found those things we were finding out how God will work, must work in continuity to the going away of the chief reaper at harvest time between the reaping and the garnering, in the time of threshing, when the bride is going through that, the chief reaper is not on the scene. Is that right? And we find those things in the Bible that’s where our faith is anchored. Why? Because when he opens the rock beneath the rock, what happens? You see Jesus and his program. In other words you see Boaz and what he’s going to do. You see Jesus and his program. You understand? So then there’s no more guessing, then you know right and wrong, once that is revealed, you know right and wrong because now the mind of the spirit is revealed to you. So somebody say, the spirit do this and the spirit doing that and the spirit doing this, you don’t have to listen to that, you know what the spirit is doing because it shows in the word. He could never leave the Word. He reveals the Word so you can meet Him in the word to receive what He plan to do in that hour.

That’s why Naomi had to reveal to Ruth where to find him, what time is was, what he is doing, how to approach him to receive what she had need of him to do for her. Is that right? Oh my! Is too
much already, but I’m saying those things to anchor your faith, to let you see what it is you are looking at, what it is you are under expectation for. When you know what time it is, what is promised, you know what to be under expectation for, you know what requirement it takes to meet that and then you know how to pray and what attitude you should be in and what you should guard against.

But when you don’t know what time it is and you don’t know what is promised and you are not under expectation because you don’t know your season, then you’re going to church and try to live a good life, but that is for the people who’s going through the tribulation period. The Bride is to fulfill certain promises, she is being led by the Sprit to operate a certain part of the Bible that is laying there as prophecy and must become history in order to bring the resurrection. You understand that? Malachi 4 when he was here look in the Bible and saw Seven Seals had to be opened, but no body was looking for Seven Seals to be opened. Everybody was trying to hold on to the healing revival and keep it, and when they found that that was going away, they start to bring gimmicks and psychology to keep controlling people, when that was only to attract their attention, to get them ready for the voice. But he know there was a voice to speak because the Bible said the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout. He knew the mighty angel descended and cried with a loud voice and Seven Thunders uttered their voices and the book that was previously sealed was opened in the hand of the angel, a little book opened. And so he was looking for that promise and then, what you going to do when you look around and see all Christianity not looking for something that is promised and God is not influenced by what all Christianity is doing, and God telling you, that is your promise and you have to step forth. What are you going to do? You’ll call up Jeffersonville? You’ll monitor conventions going on around the world? No, no, no.

We have not been so taught; we saw what a prophet did, preach it out of the Bible, jump in his car and drive two thousand miles and start to wait for it to happen. Did he come back with them Seven Seals? Did the angels come? Was the vision fulfilled? Exactly right. What a place to walk friends.
But you see when we say; use the word Bride it is that what we does be talking about. Not I am in the message, not that. The message in you, the message in you. So look at Joel giving this prophecy of God. Why would God give a man a dream? When God gave six dreams, what did God show? God showed scriptures that was fixing to come to pass. You catch that?

When God showed Nebuchadnezzar a dream, what did God show? Scripture that was coming to pass. When God show Pharaoh a dream, what did God show? His word and will that was coming to pass. When God gave Joseph dreams, what was it? His word and will coming to pass. You understand? And God say that is one of your channels. Now not all people dream. How many know that? That’s right. So if some people don’t dream then He have to maybe give them prophecy or revelation. He have many ways He could reveal it but in doing it, dream would be part of what He is doing because He specifies that. In other words, *Dream, Vision* and *Prophecy* is the subject of the inspired word in the time and season of the former and latter rain. Now how many know the former and latter rain didn’t come down through the dark denominational Reformer Age? How many know the Pentecostals thought that they were the Restoration, when they start to speak in tongues, and that’s why they call themselves Pentecostals. But how many know it could not be that because the prophet-messenger had not yet come to plant the Word. Is that right? Yet people, God had dealt with man in dreams from the very beginning. How many know is God who make up a man to dream? How many know is God that had to make up a man to see a vision? How many know to get inspired prophecy is the spirit of prophecy have to come in a man and give him the testimony of Jesus? How many know that the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy? How many know God keeps His word? Will God keep that promise in Joel? Then when does that promise come to pass and who does it come to pass to? Children of Zion, children of Zion. Who is Zion? The Baptist, the Methodist, the Jehovah Witness, the Seventh Day Adventist?. The Lamb’s Wife. Then it had to come sometime after Eliezer get that wife. It had to come sometime after Eliezer get that wife. How many know former rain and latter rain, that latter rain is harvest time? How many know it takes two rains to make a mature grain. You put your seed in the field and your first rain starts your
growth. It brings up the life in your seed. Is that right? And then there’s a long period where the farmer waiteth for the latter rain because when they about to mature now that rain comes to mature it. Is that right? God sends showers in due season. There shall be showers of blessing. How many know a rainy season does have many showers? How many know the rain doesn’t just fall [boom, boom] in one day and the season done. Is shower, and some showers does be greater than some. Some showers does even bring flood. Is that right? And how many know to get them kind of heavy showers you get thunder and lightning and strong winds? And how many know before you could get rain, you have to see cloud? Hallelujah! And how many know in Revelation 10, there’s a mighty angel clothed with a cloud and a rainbow and when He spoke, it was thunders? And the coming of the Son of man would be like the lightning coming from the east to the west. Then there was cloud, there was lightning, there was thunders and there is rain. And Hosea 6 says, ‘And he shall come unto us as the rain.’

He himself is the rain, the rain is the Holy Spirit and the Holy Spirit is He himself and He’s the Spirit of truth that teaches the Word and He’s the very dynamics that energizes the Word and quicken it and make it manifest Hallelujah! To get your latter rain is harvest time the latter rain or the harvest rain and the harvest rain is the rapturing faith. I’m quoting, Seven Church Ages page 377 and 378 I’m quoting, and what is that rain going to do? Restore. Restoration of the Bride Tree. Same bark, same life, same fruit, same leaves Amen. Planted by the rivers of water, where the house of God live again, and the tree of life bloom again, and the pyramid stand again. Little children, if you understand what I’m saying, if we are at harvest time, then there is a promise of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and that is what this message is. That’s why Revelation 10 - the coming of the Lord; he’s coming as the rain. That’s why this message have teaching, that’s why it take you away from denominational seeds about Santa Claus and Eve eat an apple and join the church. But it come here and say, look your name in the Book, and you’re ordained to receive the Holy Spirit, elected to be born again and quickened to recognize what part of the Word you are. What denomination couldn’t teach under a teaching rain the Holy Spirit brought them seeds up Hallelujah. Because Paul said “I have planted and Apollos watered”. And
Jesus said, ‘And the sower went forth to sow,’ and he said, ‘my where did he get his doctrine from, that is different to the Sadducees and the Pharisees,’ but he was getting it in the Bible Is that right! When the son of man came at the end of the New Testament as he came under the Old Testament did he find the church with the theologians in the same condition. They did not know what the new birth was. Did Jesus find Nicodemus preaching the new birth? He didn’t even know what it was. Did he find the Sadducees having angelic visitation? They didn’t believe in it neither the resurrection. When he came at evening time was it the same? When the seed - the Son of man come back to seed, is that harvest time? Through the Church Age he was Son of God, but when Son of man come back we are in the grain age again the wheat age. That is the time the teaching comes. That is the time the dynamics comes. That is the time you see the bible live again. The same Son of man in the morning time light in the morning time. It shall be light at evening time. Is that right? Is now evening time? The same son came back? After Jesus pour the teaching rain was there a rain that made the word live in the apostles? You shall receive power from on high. Go and get the Holy Ghost The works I do shall you do also. Did they do it? Did Jesus plant for that? Did He talk about his planting will bring forth a hundred fold in some lives? They’ll bring forth fruit unto perfection. Did He say that in His teaching? Did He show there’s four categories of soil? Some people was like the wayside where the devil steal it away. But what was these singing this morning? Don’t let the devil steal it away. Hide it in your heart because if we weren’t meant to be bride; He give us secret things and we hide it in our heart and the devil can’t steal it away. You understand?

Those children understand. You hear what they singing. They are glad and they are rejoicing. Sound like Zion’s children. Oh my! Dreams. God going to give dreams. God give Junior Jackson a dream and the prophet was interpreting mysterious writing. Is that right? On a rock and then he opened a part that light never shined on. And the man actually dreamed the ministry of the seventh angel finishing the written mysteries, and then the unwritten, when the church world didn’t know of a seventh angel and though he dreamt it he didn’t know what he dreamed, but as he told the dream the seer said, ‘I sat there, I listened and I watched.’
Hallelujah! You understand? Let me pause here and put this in for you. You know why I’m preaching this? And you know why I start with this year because what is in the mouth of the Dove is taking them to the unseen world- the new world. And from “Sirs, Is this the sign of the end”? following “On the wings of a Snow-White Dove”, bringing the headstone down which is your former and your latter rain and then God hidden communication, because the devil want to get a hold of the secret so God have channels and means of communication to transmit the revelation on a secure channel that Satan can’t intercept. You understand? Because to get in there he has to be justified, sanctified and get the Holy Ghost. That’s why he said, don’t try to interpret nothing. It will come to you. Anything you need to know. He say like something striking the crystal. From a sending station, there is a receiving set.

Well I’m trying to show you in the last days, this is a reason for that kind of communication. Understand me clear, clear, clear here. We know this scripture one way but the Holy Spirit is now opening this scripture far beyond what you ever imagined this scripture is. You say you are saying a whole lot. No, I’m not saying a whole lot. I’m speaking the truth. When I speak these things, you tell me you hear these things before. Nothing special for me, but we are in the age where the Holy Spirit when He opened the Book have to give the revelation. That’s why He opened the Book because without the revelation you have no prevailing power, without the revelation you do not know what you are looking for, without the revelation you are waiting for something to happen and you don’t realize you have to make it happen. He can’t sit down in Jeffersonville and say, “well, if this is of God, He will bring it to pass anyhow”. No, his revelation make him step out and go to make it happen because he understood the channel God use to come to him. He said when it came through there, he said I know what it is. But he said this (the Bible) is even higher than the vision because anything reveal must come back to this (the Bible) is the highest form because you try every spirit by this (the Bible).

Because remember Satan does give dream, remember Satan does give vision and remember Satan does give prophecy. Did Hananiah prophesy, but it was a false prophecy, right? Remember he pour out his spirit upon all flesh, False Anointed Ones In The End-time will do the same things, but there’ll be a bride who will
have the true word. When God reveals something faith is connected to it. You know a lot of people does say, but God show me this. Sometimes when people hear messages like these, woo, they get enthused. Boy they start to search every closet every drawer and pull out all the things that they used to have and then they say if you believe it then step out on it, go ahead. They like to talk it but they cannot step out into it so It shows they don’t believe it really, because when it really reveal, it brings faith.

Faith is a revelation. Something made known by God and when it’s made known it’s in the bible. So you know heaven and earth will pass away it must come to pass. But yet God says when He pour out that spirit in the outpouring of the spirit there are things that will be revealed through visions, things that will be revealed through dreams, things that will be revealed through prophecy. Now, let’s take a bible principle as we approach this because this must be the scripture, this can’t be just I being enthused. If this is a revelation it must be in the Bible. Dreams and visions and prophecy as I showed you was in the first fold of the Seventh Seal and the second fold of the Seventh Seal. Now why did God do that? You know why God did that. That’s what he promised when the former and the latter rain come in Joel. Was the opening of the Seals the latter rain? That’s what it was. That’s why the Cloud came. That’s why it had a Rainbow. That was the Thunders. He came as the rain. That’s why Angels came.

The evening message is to do what? Loose the Holy Spirit. While the Headstone is coming down, the bride is working the dynamics in a measure while the headstone is coming down. And as she nears the Headstone coming in His own image in order to be united with Him.

Now these are the quotes we know, but then you know when the quotes does get alive? When you start to see what your experience is and what the quote is. Then you realize that the quote was the spirit-quickened word of God and now that word is coming to pass and you recognized that is happening to you. Because when it comes the spirit quickens you back to where He said it. He quickens you back to where said it. Now in the last days at harvest-time when this rain is coming for restoration, in the hour of restoration. In those days will I pour out my spirit, he says, and in those days. Because remember the Holy Spirit have to follow
the ministry of the Son of man. Did the Holy Spirit follow the ministry of Jesus? Did the son of man revealed in the last day again. Then it have to follow again. Did it come from a one man scripture to a many membered body in the first coming? Then it have to come back the same way. I’m giving you bible pattern here, so you’ll know it’s not like an interpretation. The same rain here which is a teaching rain is putting a seed in right now, by the Holy Spirit teaching it to you and showing it to you. That’s his promise. Though he says he poured out his spirit. It don’t mean like the spirit was in a jug and he poured it out, you know. No.No Kenos- he en morphe. He’s changing form. The same God changing his form. From a one man scripture to a many membered body, he changing his form. Is one actor, different masks. One actor. He does all three things, it’s Him. That’s why it’s by and through the members of his body, because when that head comes, it comes for union. Did Eliezer, when he brought Rebecca, Isaac came and took the headship. After Mordecai raised up Esther did Ahasuerus come and take the headship? After the chief reaper presented Ruth, did Boaz come and take the headship at harvest-time, at evening time, between the sixth and seventh trumpet, between Nehemiah and Job. Are we living in that time? Did we see the chief reaper? Was he Eliezer? Was he Mordecai? You see the perfection of the Bible? What a great thing to see what is happening. What a great thing to wake up and see what is happening friends. When you’re not living in yourself, but when you are walking in the light of God. Bright, shining light of the Bible being made manifest. So scriptural, that’s why you have perfect faith because for that to fail the word have to fail. And he said, you do err, not knowing the scriptures, the scriptures cannot be broken. Heaven and earth will pass away, but the word will never pass away. That’s where he build the church in the last days. That’s what the teaching rain out of the mouth of the evening messenger did for the Bride. When the seed of promise find a place to grow. When faith finds it’s bedding ground no circumstances is considered because holy faith and holy works in a holy union.

And works begin to express that faith have taken a hold. You hear that? Faith has taken a hold in your heart. Malachi 4 when he came he know he was one man, but he know there was a harvest. He know there was to rise up a super church and he found the
revelation in the Bible and he begin to plant for it because you can’t have it until you put the seed for it, because it’s not Sylvia and Newton’s son bringing that forth. It have to be God’s own word being reproduced through human beings. You are just good ground. You are just prepared ground for the seed to fall into, but it takes a sower to sow the seed in the good ground. Amen.

Dreams is a revelation in the Bible. Visions is a revelation of the Bible. Dispensations is a revelation of the Bible. Ministry of angels is a revelation of the Bible. God en morphe is a revelation of the Bible. All these are subjects of the Bible. Governments is a revelation of the Bible. The Feasts is a revelation of the Bible. Anything that God starts in Genesis goes through Revelation because Genesis is the book of beginnings, the seed. Let’s turn to the first recorded dream in the bible. It didn’t get there by chance. God who designed His word put the first dream in the bible. Now watch when these dreams coming. That’s why I nail it down for you. It’s coming when? At harvest time. It’s coming when? In the time of restoration. Restoration can only come at harvest time when Elijah comes at the end of the age. Harvest is the end of the world. Elijah come before he burn the chaff with fire. Elijah coming with this message to gather the wheat in the garner.

Genesis chapter 20. This is your first recorded dream in the entire bible. See this It’s beautiful. This is happening when? In the last days in type. Is in the last days the former and the latter rain comes in the same season. Joel’s prophecy is for the end-time. Restoration comes when? Not in the reformer age, that’s not restoration, that’s reformation. Stalk, tassel and shuck is reformation, that is stages of restoration. But the restoration comes when the seed comes back, and when all the life gather in the seed, that’s what? Harvest-time. And that’s what? Garnering time. You reap the grain, thresh it and garner it. Genesis 20:

And Abraham journeyed from thence toward the south country and dwelled between Kadesh and Shur and sojourned in Gerar.

And Abraham said of Sarah his wife, She is my sister: and Abimelech king of Gerar sent and took Sarah.

But God came to Abimelech in a dream by night,
This is the first time we are reading the word dream and the first dream being recorded and is a dream and we find out God does come in dreams. In the book of Genesis God come in a dream. You could dream God? You could dream the word? You better believe the bible.

*And said to him, Behold, thou art a dead man,*

*for the woman which thou hast taken; for she is a man’s wife.*

Something was revealed to him in the dream of things that he did that he was unconscious when he was doing it. God has communicated knowledge of his will to the man in the form of a dream because the man had put himself in danger of judgment by the action of taking another man’s wife. And though he did it ignorantly, being influenced by Abraham saying it’s his sister, without fully explaining it at that time, he explained it afterwards.

The man did that and God didn’t want to kill him right away. How many knows God can’t judge you except He reveal light? So God now bring the light to the man in the form of a dream. So a dream is not just you lie down and you see things. The sender of this transmission, the sender of this transmission, he had a receiving set. The dream didn’t drop in somebody else, you know.

The dream came straight to the man. How many know is in your subconscious you does see a dream in? Not with this eye and you not hearing that voice with this ear. That’s in the subconscious, because he was sleeping. This first conscience was inactive and God come in the subconscious. How many know the subconscious is your soul? How many know your soul is you and your body is your earthly tabernacle? Now we getting somewhere, now we getting somewhere. The soul that sin shall surely do what? (congregation, “surely die”) Sin is what? (congregation, “unbelief”) Unbelief, to disbelieve God’s word. But the entrance of his word giveth light. Thy word is a lamp to your feet and a light to your pathway. And God now is making his will known unto the man and saying, “right now what you thinking you are going to do and enjoy is really adultery you’re going into and the penalty for that is death. In other words, this is the communication. The man is getting this dream. Watch.
And said to him, behold, thou art but a dead man, for the woman which thou has taken; for she is a man’s wife.

But Abimelech had not come near her: And he said, Lord wilt thou slay also a righteous nation?

Because he understood when God said you dead, is you and your whole nation gone you know.

This woman is Mt. Zion. How many know Galatians 4, Hagar represent Mt.Sinai? The bond woman in bondage with her children. How many know Sarah is the free woman, Mt.Zion, the Lamb’s wife, the married wife who bring forth the heir of the promise? How many know Genesis 20 is between Genesis 18? the shout, the Lord himself descending in the investigation judgment, the Supreme Judge coming? How many know Genesis 21 is the promise son come on the scene the last trump? And how many know between the shout and the trump is the voice? And how many know this here is in the days after Elohim come in human flesh when he said, ‘I will return according to the time of life.’? How many know we are living in that hour right now? How many know this the end of the world? This is harvest time. How many know when the angels came that was....... ‘shall I hide these things from Abraham’ and Sodom is about to be burned? That was the rain coming to bring the change. I’m going to get it for you just now, but watch the dream. The first dream. God put the first dream of the bible between the shout and the trump, between the coming of the son of man to be reveal and before the change of the body to bring the promised son on the scene. God put it in that time. The promised son had not yet come. Genesis 21, the promised son is on the scene. Is that right? But she was changing all that time. How many know that? How many know the bride life was changing from glory unto glory? To bring the promise son on the scene and watch this here.

Said he not unto me, she is my sister?

The man pleading his case before the throne of God there.

And she, even she herself said, He is my brother: in the integrity of my heart and innocency of my hands have I done this.
He said, “Oh God, don’t kill me and my whole nation. Please have mercy, I didn’t do this for spite. This is what happened here. In the dream, in the dream.

    And God said unto him in a dream.

    Yea, I know that thou didst this in the integrity of thy heart; for I also withheld thee from sinning against me: therefore suffered I thee not to touch her.

Now therefore

What? (congregation,”restore”) That’s restoring the bride. That’s restoring Mt. Zion. That’s restoring the married wife. That’s restoring the one who is to bring forth the promise. That’s the one he tell Abraham ‘I will come back to her at the time of life and she will bring forth the son. I’ll give her dunamis, because she judged me faithful’. Is that this hour? Is that the last days? And did he promise in the last days in the time of restoration with the outpouring of the rain he will come in dreams? And it had to do with the restoration of the bride. And to further endorse this just go and read “Restoration of the Bride Tree”, and tell me if he didn’t take Joel 2 and if he didn’t Genesis 18 and preach that. Genesis 20 and preach that.

If you are a message believer you know these are scriptures he used in preaching that message.

    Now therefore restore the man his wife; for he is a prophet, and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt live: and if thou restore her not, know thou that thou shalt surely die, thou, and all that are thine.

In other words, I give you light because I cannot condemn you until I give you light. This is the condemnation light is come but you better don’t choose darkness. You better walk in this light so the Blood can cleanse you from all sin. You could be released from this guilt and condemnation and stand justified.

Now watch watch here. What role is God in there? The enforcer. God is in the role of the enforcer, enforcing a rightful condition of restoration of the married wife. Why? Because the son had come back. The Son of man was being revealed. How many know when the son of man is being revealed in the last days, when the spring sun come back, God comes in the role of the enforcer, to enforce the rightful condition of restoration for the bride? And
under the latter rain showers, under the opening of the Seals, when he came as Supreme Judge in the investigation judgment. Here God who gave the promise in the last days when the same thing is going to happen in the last days he will visit them in dream. Here we see God in dream revealing he is in the role of the enforcer. The dream also reveal that. The dream did not just only reveal Abimelech take the woman, you know. The dream reveal God coming to enforce the rightful condition of restoration for the bride between the coming of the son of man and the promise son coming on the scene. When God said .... When Joel says, ‘and in the last days’ - and in those days I will pour out my spirit and in the time of the former and latter rain.

Was that consistent or had to be consistent with the rest of the scripture in the bible or could he just bring a wild prophecy or is it one spirit that move upon the face of the earth that spoke all the way down until Revelation 22? And when God was promising dreams in the last days, did God know what he put in Genesis first? and did he put it in the time of the last days and did He put it in the time of the restoration of the bride and the bride coming to be changed to put on immortality and bring the promise son on the scene? And is these things to follow the ministry of the Son of man?

When Peter pick up Joel prophecy, a part of it in the first coming of the son of man, was it after the Holy Spirit was poured out and after the ministry of the son of man? Then when the son of man is revealed in the last days, is it supposed to come back when the Holy Spirit is poured out after the ministry of the son of man in the last days.

Are you seeing the perfection of the Bible? Can you conceive it? My! What a dream. In the dream God revealed that He is ready to bring judgment upon the kingdoms of this world. Anything that doesn’t line up with His word. God is showing he is enforcing a rightful condition of restoration for the married wife who’s to bring forth the promise in that hour. Is Sarah a type of the bride that’s going be changed after the son of man have been revealed - the last sign before the change? Are we in that time? Did she receive dunamis? Was dunamis poured out? Even Abimelech getting dream too. Alright! My! My! My! Glory! So watch. So right here we see how. Well you read the rest. I want to save some time.
From 8-18 you’ll find down in there, how God shut up all the wombs in that house because God is not just thinking of restoring the bride alone to bring forth the promise son, but God is guarding that womb that it don’t get no seed that is not supposed to come in that womb. You seeing all that in here?

Is the appearing of the Lord in Genesis 18 to the promise Son coming in Genesis 21, is that the three-fold mystery of the Seventh Seal, when he comes as Supreme judge, when he turned his back and discern the heart, when he opened up the secrets, when the promised son come on the scene and between that time is the voice, where they change and come back young? Is that the bible? And if there’s a shout, voice and trump in Genesis, is there a shout voice and trump in Revelation?

Revelation 10 when the son of man is coming to be revealed in a son of man. Revelation 10:1 coming in Revelation 10:7. Did He come in a bow? Did He come with Cloud? Did he come with rain? Was that the teaching and the dynamics? Remember Revelation 10:1-7 is Genesis 18, you know. Because Genesis 18 was God, Revelation 1 in human flesh. Revelation 10:7 and he spoke Revelation 10:3 and 4- the thunders. My!

Let me drop over in the New Testament before my time runs out on me. First book in the Old Testament. Let’s go to the first book of the New Testament. I’m making some big, big jumps here to get to nailing down something here and then we can elaborate a little more, because I’m showing you what he promised in the last days and that’s a type here in the Bible of the last days. And here also you are seeing a type of when the word is to be born again into manifestation. When the mighty angel is to descend to a virgin. Matthew 1 verse 18

*Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise:*

*When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came together, (sexually) she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.*

Is Mary a type of the Bride? As the word was in Mary so Christ is in the Bride. This is the secret. The angel came to Mary and the angel’s message was God was to be manifested in the virgin. That’s right.
Then Joseph her husband, being a just man and not willing to make her a public example, was minded

Those were his thoughts, minded to put her away privily.

But while he thought on these things

Now this is something here so deep because, you see, dreams reflect your meditation many times. Nebuchadnezzar said while I was thinking on my bed, the dream came. While Joseph was thinking on these things, the dream came. See. Watch.

But while he thought on these things, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream.

So we had God came in a dream in the Old Testament, the first dream. And now the first dream in the New Testament we have God coming in a dream again. So this is Old Testament and New Testament. This is God’s way of dealing with man. You understand?

Saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost.

Now he was going to put her away privately because he didn’t believe that she really had child of the Holy Ghost. Because he is espoused to her and he doesn’t know her. And the bible tells us he is espoused to her, but he didn’t know her yet, and then saying you are pregnant. Now he don’t know she’s fulfilling the bible and he don’t know that’s the prophesied Word in process of fulfillment in another elect.

This is one elect getting trouble with another elect. This is one elect doubting that another elect is producing the promised Word. This is a girl with a testimony that the mighty angel descend from heaven, appeared to her and that Isaiah 7 was inspired to her and that Word is coming to pass and being reproduced through her life. And when she give him the testimony, like Thomas, it was hard to believe. So he is thinking about putting her away, but he’s thinking of doing this privately. He’s still saying ‘well I am not going to make any scene, but I’m definitely a man of integrity and I am not going along with no woman that is unfaithful to me. As much as I love her, I can’t go through with this, but I don’t want to make any embarrassment because when I think of the times we had, is fond
memories. So I’ll just do it privately and go about my business.’ But this is the Word coming to pass. Was Sarah going through a process of the Word coming to pass too? Is Mary going through the Word coming to pass? Is the bride a type of Mary also? Is Mary a type of the Bride rather as Sarah was? How did Sarah get her child? That same mighty Angel came? That’s right friends. How is the bride going to bring forth the promise? That mighty Angel in Revelation 10 had to come down too? Is these things happening in this hour?

But while he thought on these things, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream.

You mean to say when these mysteries are happening in the last days, dreams will unfold some of these mysteries? In other words, that’s a format, graphics, image and voice. God could bring it just by voice; He could bring it by image and voice, while you’re asleep. He could bring it image and voice while you are awake. It’s information. In other words, they does call it information, we does call it revelation. But God is making something known. He’s transmitting something and He has many ways to transmit it. One time He said ‘pick up your pen and write’, and he start to write, he’s writing scripture, he’s writing the thoughts of God. Next time he see it in vision, next time he lie down and dream it in dream. Next time prophecy comes. He prophesy “Oh, Los Angeles, Los Angeles”. He said, what you said? He said, “there’s something about that in the bible, oh Capernaum, Capernaum”. He said, ‘play back the tape, let me hear it’ and he didn’t know what he was saying. Is that right? You understanding? I’m showing you the way God’s Word is fulfilling Joel in the last days to Zion’s children in the hour of restoration, because he said specifically, “I will do it through these channels” and I tell you that’s information being communicated through a dimension. I’m preaching about Dreams, Visions, Prophecy and Dimensions. Dimension is the channel through which this is being transmitted and I want to show you from the beginning God designed man to see vision, God designed man to dream dreams. Because God’s plan is to visit man in their subconscious while they are asleep and to visit them while they are awake. And the same one who design the man, design the world.

He made man for two worlds and God design a fourth dimension where all information - the information super highway
things will be transmitted. You say, ‘well what is all this?’ The rapture is changing dimension. The Angels that is going to pick you up is not earthly Angels. It’s supernatural beings from another world. The One that opened the Seven Seals was beings from another world. And God’s method of dealing with the people under the latter rain showers is to bring them into this change of body so they could change dimension. The first thing he changes is your soul - your nature, because only those who are changed in their soul could be changed in their body and when you go in the rapture you are not flying off into heaven, you are changing into another dimension right here – a parallel universe. Tell me where your church clothes going? Tell me where your church service and you religious in the message going? Tell me where you believe Bro. Branham and you have his picture by your bed; tell me where that’s going?

But tell me a prophet came and opened up the unseen world to bring a people into the unseen world. I will show you when Jesus came He taught about dimensions, He taught about theophanies, He taught about Ministry of Angels, He taught about demonology, He taught about gifts in the body and gifts out of the body, He taught about prayer, he taught about fasting, he taught about you working God’s gifts and God working his own gift, he taught about visions, he taught about their names written in heaven and when he finished a church was trained to operate in the same world.

Is Elijah a type of Christ? Then Elijah was talking to angels in another world, then Elijah was seeing visions, then Elijah was transported and Elisha who was trained under him, he start to live in the same realm. Is that right? He was in association with angels. He knew what was going on in the Kings bed-chamber. Did Joshua meet angels following Moses? Did God take the spirit off of Moses and put it on Joshua? Did he take the spirit of Elijah and put it on Elisha? Did he take the spirit off of Jesus and put it on the apostles? Did he take the spirit of the prophet and put it on the bride? You see where, if you just come as far as this building and come as far as sitting down in that bench and read a few books and think you going somewhere. You realize that’s a delusion? Is where, as you walk, as he unfolds himself you are being raised up into heavenly places and you start to understand how quickening power quicken you and raise you up to see the believer’s position,
to understand what eternal life is, to understand the receiving set, that you were designed before the foundation of the world in this age with the ability to hear when the spirit start to speak, to receive when the spirit start to transmit. That is what makes you elect and because God will have that kind of church and not an intellectual church; He promised that he will be revealing things to people through these channels of communication.

Prophecy is a communication, dream is a communication, vision is a communication. It’s things that God have in his mind that he wants to say and he want to do, but he have people wired, he have people designed and make up, and a prophet still have to come and teach us about make-up. The stones cut out different, nature different, because everyone is for a certain part of the body under a headship. And you born in the world to be a singer, and you born in the world to be a preacher, and you born in the world for a certain position. Elected, called, anointed and placed. Chosen and predestinated unto your placing, the adoption, because the stones in Solomon’s temple was cut out by pattern and brought into a certain place, so the glory could fill it. Is that right? You see what the church is? You see why He couldn’t leave us in denomination and take us in the rapture? Because that is man communicating things to man from man’s seminary, but God’s church, He’s the head, He has to communicate to the receiving set on the inside, He designed you with and the way He taught the gospel, He taught the Bible to lead them to discover their hidden potential, their untapped resources and how to operate in the law that they were built to possess.

Is that what the mama eagle teach junior? Junior, you are not a chicken, you were never a chicken, you were an eagle from the egg, you have a law to fly. Watch your talon and watch theirs, watch your beak and watch theirs. I know you used to get a fight and think you strange, and you are the odd chicken and you funny, and you is of the devil and all them of God, but now you come to find out that you were of God and them was of the devil. Amen, Hallelujah! And then you realize, I made you what you are, You are what you are by the grace of God. I make you eagle and I make them…… they does live on cockroach, but you make to hunt your food. I made them earthbound and I make you to fly. Oh my! You understand? What a place friends. verse 20:
But while he thought on these things, behold the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream.

Let me ask that, how does the angel of the Lord appear in a dream? Let me hear what you have in your mind? A big, bright shining something with wings flying over his bed? When the angel of the Lord appeared to Abraham in Mamre, how did he come? When he appeared to Gideon, how he come, when he appeared to Manoah’s wife, how did he come? A man with dust on his clothes. You dreaming a man talking to you, but you discerning that voice. It have divine authority. Yes sir! Because you can’t say is an angel of the Lord because he’s tall, or he’s short or I find he look fat so that can’t be him. Angel means messenger. Angel don’t mean tall, short or fat. Angel means messenger. It have fat postman, it have short postman, it have tall postman, it have thin postman. Is that right? But when they bring the letter and they deliver the message and it come to the right address. Hallelujah! Glory! Paul was a hooked - nosed Jew, thin fella, moody with a pot-belly and a bald head and a squeaky voice. Is that right? Sure. God have them in all colours, in all form, in all shape. Is a potter with many different vessels, but everyone prepared for the Masters use, fit for God’s purpose. That when they deliver, they deliver the counsel of God. Hallelujah!

The Angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream. He’s dreaming a man talking, because you can’t know him by form, He changes the form. You have to know him by nature. You have to know him that whenever He speaks, it’s the bible. That’s how you does know him, because He could come in a whirlwind, He could come in a man, he could come in a dove, He could come in a fire, He could come in a cloud, but he say whenever He speaks, that’s the same voice and when ever He speaks it’s always the bible. You have to be trained to the Word. I’m teaching you Bible principles. I am filtering your thinking of little childish concepts. I am trying to raise you up in an elevated understanding of who God is. We know these scriptures, we read them, it’s the story of Jesus’ birth, but it’s the mystery of how God who promised in the last days to work through dreams. I’m showing you the bible how He work in dreams to restore the bride, to preserve the Word that the bride was carrying and to give the understanding of that mystery to another elect.
You hear what I’m saying? Dream of God in the role of the enforcer, dream of the bride being restored back to her right place, dream about the mystery she is carrying is not adultery and fornication. It’s Messiah. It’s the prophecy of Isaiah coming to pass. It’s prophecy becoming history, that kind of dream. Isn’t all that going on in the Bride right now? Is she travailing in birth and pain to be delivered? What did I preach back there on Christmas Eve? Being Great With Child. Until Christ be formed in you. The third pull. Christ being reproduced in you. Is that the second climax? Is that the Third Pull? It is to come with latter rain and former rain.

You have no rapture without latter rain. You have no rapturing faith without latter rain. You have no evidence you’re restored without latter rain. Your former rain plant the seed, your harvest rain make it manifest to give you the testimony of what you claim reveal to you. Did Mary get a shower there? Did Gabriel went back in the bible in Isaiah, pick up Isaiah 7:14, spoke it into her womb? Was she the word predestinated to the Word written for the hour?

Now, you can read it like denomination, but this is a mystery of how Christ came the first time. The promise that was since the garden of Eden, how it come at the end of the Old Testament. Eve fell, but Mary brought forth the promise. What happened in the New Testament? The Ephesian Age fell and the last day bride is to bring forth the promise. The same thing. And when it’s happening there at the end, when that mighty angel descended, did he reveal to her who she was in the bible? When she was bringing forth that, did she have any doubt that that was some funny thing or did she have understanding that is supposed to happen now? That is promised in the bible and I am chosen to bring forth that. And did that put her in a realm beyond those people who just knew the Bible? Everybody could say ‘a virgin shall conceive’, and the prophet say, the prophet say, Isaiah say, but she could tell from the conception to the birth. And Joseph, a just man, can’t understand that that happened to her, but God, giving him witness because he’s part of the mystery. You get that? God don’t let elects remain confused about elect.

God does tell........ God tell Hattie Wright and them ‘that’s Bro. Bill you know but that’s Elijah too and when he say ask what you will she say you better ask because when he say that, under
that anointing anything could happen’. He said Hattie Wright, with her heart off of the things of the world had faith in the commission, that she believed she had the Joshua commission and she came and got her inheritance like Caleb. Go back in “As I Was With Moses”, see if he didn’t say that. That’s what he said. She understood. She was by the river, a little girl, a young girl by the river 1933 when the angel came and blasted forth and went westward, then thirty years afterwards, when he took, Sirs, Is This the Sign of the End? And he start to recount it, he said, “How many was there by the river that day?” And Hattie was still there. You understand? This church comes off of that church. This revelation comes off of that revelation. That’s why it could give back the sense to what he said. Hope this isn’t little too deep for you? This will help you categorize your dreams. When you dream pumpkin and they tell you that means this, and you dream this and that mean that. This showing you in the Bible. You get what I’m saying? Oh, My! I want to go down in here a little more. Please, bear with me. And the Angel speaking to Joseph in a dream now,

And she shall bring forth a son

Verse 21:

And thou shalt call his name Jesus: for he shall save his people from their sins

Catch this! Scriptural prophecy is being revealed in dream. Now people are accustomed to a minister taking the bible and reveal scriptural prophecy to you. But he’s sleeping and getting more understanding from the Holy spirit about the prophecy and it coming to pass, dreaming it. Not in the synagogue from the rabbi. Now catch this!

Now all this was done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet,

saying

Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

That’s Isaiah 7:14. So when the Angel appeared to him the angel start to reveal to him how Isaiah 7:14 is coming to pass in his espoused wife. That’s where he’s getting it from.

Then Joseph being raised from sleep did as the angel of the Lord had bidden him.
He get out the dream, all doubts dissolved, all arguments put to rest, no more reasoning. Went to sleep and came back out inspired and did - start to act now, did not consult anybody, didn’t go and check any dream book, because God transmitted to him in his subconscious. He rose from sleep.

Dream is when you are asleep, visions you does see awake. We’ll get on that. We have to get in that. Listen.

*Then Joseph being raised from sleep.*

Now remember he was thinking on these things, right? Then he fell asleep. When he fell asleep: now the angels had to reveal what he was thinking about from the bible. ‘A virgin shall conceive and bring forth a child, that’s what’s happening. Is not adultery, the Bible promised that. He’s getting that and he could act upon it. He didn’t have to wait until he get it three times, you know, because it come direct. Straight.

*And knew her not till she had brought forth her first born son: and he called his name JESUS*

So what happened there? God giving supernatural communication and revelation of scriptural prophecy to an elected son. You get that? How many know Joseph was already married before? His wife had died, he had sons. Jesus had foster brothers and then he married a young girl who is a virgin. You know that? and look at the old man here, dreaming dreams, in the first coming. You get that?

His questions were answered, his doubts were dissolved and God gave witness and confirmation to the testimony of another elect in whose life his prophesied promise for that hour was being interpreted.

Many times you sit down there and God does give you dreams and you like come and say, you know I dream you was preaching, so and so and so, I see you. It’s not for me. It’s for you. But you’re not going back in the Bible and see He’s showing you that, have faith in the ministry and believe God, but you want to tell me like if I need that consolation. I don’t need that consolation. I know I’m saying the word. It’s 34 years I’m walking in it. He proved it, beyond; He raised the dead there. Think. So watch.

All this is happening. Information being transmitted to the elect in a certain format through the fourth dimension, through a secure channel. Satan couldn’t drop in that dream and divert
something and he get up kind of confused, he get a double thing. No! No! No! That transmission is in a secure channel; it can’t be intercepted by no other spirit. A private line. I’m going to get to that just now. That’s why he says, you judge prophecy in the church, you don’t judge Isaiah and Jeremiah. They does come with the Word to judge people. You understand? Because when that vision comes. He said every time that vision comes I could invite the whole world and say that’s going to happen, because that is a secure line. Because he born on the earth for that and Satan cannot get in there at all, because he wired so.

You see when you don’t know things about God and God’s people and God’s elect, and when you start to understand Invisible Union and Uniting Time and the mystical body fearfully and wonderfully made, how messages come from the brain to the thumb, to the little toe, to the different parts of the body, run down through the nervous system. You understand? Which is a shadow of the head and the body, Christ and the Church, because God hath set in the church. God designed that part before the foundation of the world, that’s why death don’t take it away from them. Moses come back he was still a prophet. Samuel was still a prophet. Why? Death can’t even take that. Oh brother!

You see unbelievers and make-believers does get frighten for believers, you know, say boy ‘you have to be careful you know, boy you have to be careful.’ Oh My That life he can’t drink. He tried to drink, he tried to smoke, he tried to blow his brains out. What was that to show you? Your free will is not stronger than God’s eternal purpose. That showing you that. If you like Saul and you want to fall on your sword, it’s up to you, but you see David is a different person to Saul. Wired different. You get what I’m saying? That’s the great thing in knowing who you are, you know? That’s what this revelation does, not knowing about him, knowing Him in you.

Sometimes people does kind of get scared ‘You know you have to be careful, be careful with you know’, and they can’t tell that’s the Word saying that, because it coming through the bible, showing you the bible way. If it coming through somebody claiming it in zeal with no scripture, that’s flesh. But when it’s showing you there’s a way, you’ll have perfect faith because there’s a way you’ll rely on what he made you and he’ll reveal
what he made you out of the Word and he’ll carry you through the Bible and show what he made you and confirm it in your life. That’s why, when he try to doubt Mary and Mary saying ‘I’m not lying’, he don’t have enough revelation to see that, so God now, have to come and give him supernatural thing, He say ‘listen to what she is saying, she is talking the truth.’ He need help from God, like Gideon. He needed help to build the faith. My! I tell you, when you start to get into faith, what faith is, you start to realize, nobody have to tell you, you’re a sinner, you know, because this does make moral men, who never drink or smoke realize that have no qualification before God. It does show you now whether you’re walking in that Word, where you’re standing in that Word.

I want to take one more. Quick. Judges 7. I want to take that and close. Now catch this while you’re turning to that. God designed man to live in three realms. We never knew these things. Man is designed to live in three realms. Man is designed for two worlds. He said there’s three realms we live in, humanistic, revelation and vision. When you born, you drop in the humanistic, your first birth bring you into humanistic, but as you begin to walk in this world, you get intercepted by the Holy Spirit and He start to reveal Himself to you and you become just and you start to live by faith, and faith start to look to the unseen and you come up in the realm of revelation and that’s where he build the church where the gates of Hell can’t prevail. Upon this rock. You understand that?

Abraham was coming to a place, but then God confirm to him by circumcision, ‘I accept your faith, you are my seed, you will not die childless.’ God does that for a believer. Jacob coming along trying to take things into his own hands, but then God come along and confirm that Abrahamic covenant that He made with Abraham and Isaac, with him and changed him to Israel and let him know that you’re changed, that all them things there, you don’t have to live in fear and condemnation no more, I am with you. That’s a great thing. Now I’m breaking right into Judges 7. You know Judges 6, we went through. This church live for months and months in Judges 6 and 7, but I’m going right into the dream here. Now you remember when the angel came to Gideon what he was doing? How many remembers what he was doing when the angel came to him, what he was doing? Threshing. He wasn’t reaping wheat, he wasn’t garnering wheat, he was threshing wheat.
Threshing time is when? Between reaping and garnering. We’re in the threshing time, you know that? It was in the days after the prophet had went off the scene. It was at harvest-time and it was when the angel of the Lord who sent the prophet was following the prophet’s message for deliverance. Is that right? Is harvest time the end of the age? Are we in the hour when the angel if the Lord is following the prophet’s message for deliverance? The Spirit and the Bride say come.

Three powers in the land was uniting together to bring an economic depression, like locusts, is that right? They were swarming the whole land, and in that hour God was getting ready to meet the challenge with the sword of the Lord and of Gideon. Is that right? What a time, and now you know the story, how when God tell him about the ministry, he said, ‘I’m the least of my father’s children, least in Manasseh,’ and start to make excuse and he said, “Have not I sent thee? Go in this thy might the Lord will be with you, thou mighty man of valor!” And he had to see himself the way the angel was seeing him, not the way he was seeing himself, and God changed his concept. Is that right? And then God gave him two signs. The fleece became wet and the ground was dry, then the ground became wet and the fleece was dry. And it still, with these experiences, didn’t perfect the faith to step out and here we are at this scene now.

And it came to pass

Verse 9:

The same night, that that Lord said unto him, Arise, get thee down into the hosts; for I’ve delivered it into thy hand.

But if thou fear to go down, go thou with Phurah, thy servant, down to the host: And thou shalt hear what they say; afterward shall thy hands be strengthened to go down unto the hosts.

Then went he down with Phurah, his servant unto the outside of the armed men that were in the host.

And the Midianites and the Amalekites and all the children of the east lay along in the valley like grasshoppers (like locusts) for multitude; and their
camels were without number, as the sand by the sea side for multitude.

And when Gideon was come

They were like locusts without number, such great hosts, but he’s coming down, as I mentioned to you the other day, when he’s being directed to the man with the dream. One man in a host that can’t be numbered and he’s leaving where his home is and he’s gong down to the camp as if he’s going by the Oval, and thirty thousand people in the Oval to see the World Cup, and a man in a certain stand, sitting down there with thousands of people in that one stand and over thirty thousand in the Oval and you walking in right there and going to sit down next to that man who’s going to tell you that dream. You understanding what I’m saying? I give you a little picture to understand what is happening here.

This God now, this is at harvest-time. This is in the time of reaping and garnering. This is in the time of threshing. This is in the days when the angel of the Lord is following the prophet’s message for deliverance. Just like in the time of restoration, enforcing a rightful condition of restoration for the Bride. Just like when the virgin is getting ready to be great with child to bring forth the Messiah and God revealing the mystery through dream.

Watch, dreams. I showed you in the Old Testament, in the beginning of the old testament and in the beginning of the New Testament and I’m picking this one here for you because I want to show harvest-time is what? Latter rain. Harvest rain. When you have your corn; he was threshing the corn. You get that? Watch the dream in that time. You see, I’m trying to show you the spirit that speak through Joel is the spirit that put the dreams in the bible.

The book of Genesis tells you about Abimelech’s dream, then it tells you about Jacob’s dreams, then it tells you about Laban’s dream, then it tells you about Joseph’s dreams, then it tells you about the butler and the baker’s dreams, then it tells you about Pharaoh’s dreams.

Then when you go in Matthew now, it tells you about the wise men’s dream, it tells you about Joseph’s dream, it tells you about Pilate’s wife dream. Then we go to Daniel it tell you about Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. You understand what I’m saying?

Now it’s not just dreams, dream is part of the Word. That’s why dreams become part of the message, because it’s a way God
communicates his word. Prophecy become part of the message, teaching become part of the message, song become part of the message. It’s all the inspired Word and all scripture is given by inspiration. So watch him here. Verse 13:

- And when Gideon was come, behold there was a man that told a dream unto his fellow, and said,
- Behold, I dreamed a dream

He come in right where the man was telling the dream, because God tell him, you go down there. If God tell him go down there, God could guide to the man. God could even scare you and somebody come in there and say, “Take for cover, take for cover.” Because you’re going in the wrong direction, God diverts you, but it’s God guiding your footsteps bringing you to the place to hear what He send you there to hear. You does end up in place sometimes you don’t expect to be there, but you does end up there and hear things that is to help you. You understand? All that’s Bible. The man said,

- Behold, I dreamed a dream and lo, a cake of barley bread tumbled into the host of Midian

How many know the Passover loaf was made with barley? How many know that that represents Christ? How many know that Christ is the barley loaf? Because at Pentecost it was made with wheat and leaven, but in the Passover, it was made with barley and without leaven.

- Tumbled into the host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and smote it that it fell, and overturned it, that the tent lay along.
- And his fellow answered and said, this is nothing else save the sword of Gideon the son of Joash, a man of Israel:

The man who telling the dream, he knew a man who had the gift of interpretation, so he went to this man now and said, “hear nah, I understand you does interpret dreams, hear this dream I had” and while he start to tell the dream about this cake of barley. It’s sounding strange, eh, how this cake of barley become a sword. You understand? And though they didn’t see no man, he identified the man, and they get scared and the man, whose the man himself, God trying to give this man faith, that he is the man, and he can’t accept he’s the man and after supernatural acts of power, make all
the ground wet and leave the fleece dry, and make the fleece wet and all the ground dry, when he see the hand and power of God move, didn’t give him the faith he’s supposed to have, in the dream he get the faith, hearing the dream and he get the faith.

You can’t get the faith if God don’t quicken something to you. It’s strange the things that God could use to reveal to you his will. God showed me a chinee and a maribone on a leaf about my life. Years I never understand, but I knew that was God, because I knew the effect it had on me and I knew what was being revealed in my mind, and then one day, when I read the Book of Jonah, how God take a worm and a leaf and showed him his own condition, I said, “Oh my goodness, I never know that in the Bible.”

God could show you Himself in so many ways friends, so many ways. That’s what makes Him great, and the thing is, though he’s showing you that in a worm and a leaf in a bamboo patch, you know something? That is the Word too. You could read it in the Bible. And the One who give it to me, lead me in the Bible to find it and when I saw it and I read it, He bring that back from the past and connect the two. Because when He was showing me that, At that time I wasn’t thinking about that experience, but then He connect the two and I said, “oh my goodness, look at that.” You talk about God. What channel that communicate through? What private line that come through? You understand what I’m saying?

Didn’t the prophet stand up and watch an eagle fly? And when he start to see the eagle fly, he said, “Lord, I understand why he have no fear, I understand he knows he’s ruffling his feathers, I understand why he’s a courageous bird, I understand why he could fly so fast, I understand he tried out those wings before.” And just watching an eagle, God’s teaching him all kinds of things about the Word and his own life and his own ministry. Is that right? Sure. You see, this is where we talking training. How many know - David watching sheep and he start to sing’ the Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.’ And it had many, many shepherds all over Bethlehem with flocks and nobody ain’t getting that except him. Everybody saying, ‘boy, these sheep and them, I will hit that sheep one lash, eh.’

And he catching mysteries of God, because your eyes does see through your heart. You know why? He’s wired to pick up that transmission, but they have no wiring to pick up that. You get what
I’m saying? Remember the third pull cannot be impersonated, but yet all the elect will come into that third pull. All elect is part of the third pull, because that third pull is to even bring your change and start rapturing faith. Is that right? Oh brother! This making sense to you? This helping you in any way? Oh, this is life to me.

I’m still on dreams. I ain’t get to prophecy yet. I ain’t get to visions yet. How he say, I’m going forty years back in another world. I’m in a hospital somewhere, and yet I’m on the platform here. He said and when I come back, you know, he say sometimes it leaves me, and he starts to explain now, what a dream and what a vision is, and how he could go back in the past in somebody’s life. And he’s watching them there and he is seeing this and talking from that world, and he’s on the platform right there.

And then he goes into the future, into the person’s life and he’s standing right there, and that person’s life is already made and put on film, when he break into the realm of the eternal. Think friends. And not only that alone, he said, ‘but I saw some of you, on the other side. you were there. But they there in the church, but he said he say them over there, and everything he was seeing was in dual, like a mirror. A next world with a next you. Oh, my.

You see, I always say, it have things in the Word to bring you into healing, it have things in the Word to bring you to salvation. You want to see people get saved, go in the Bible, get the anointing it have for salvation, preach it, create the anointing for salvation, people will walk into salvation go in and get the scripture that relate to healing, preach it, create the atmosphere for healing, people will walk into healing.

Well, I’m trying to deal with rapturing faith here. I’m trying to deal with changing dimensions and time and eternity, and leaving this world to go the next world. So I’m trying to work there and these scriptures. I’m trying to go to show the communication under the seventh seal. It’s a private secure channel because Satan wanted to get a hold of the secret, and he couldn’t speak it out but God, knowing he made the people and designed them a certain way, He know how He will communicate with them, and I’m showing you in the Bible here, when he promise when the spirit is poured out in the last days, then Dreams, Visions and Prophecies; three things, specified. And that’s information coming through a channel. And I want to show you how the Gentile Age opened with
Peter and them in vision and how the Gentile Age closing in Revelation 10:8-11, and how it opened in Acts 10 and 11. That’s when it opened, that’s when the vision came to Peter, that’s when he went to Cornelius house, but it closed in Revelation 10:8-11, because after that is the Jews. Revelation 11 is the Jews.

This final ride, between the Son of man coming in human flesh and the promise Son coming. Between the prophet going and the ministry of the sword of the Lord and of Gideon. Between the Angel coming to Mary and she giving birth to Messiah. Between them times, look where the thing is happening; in the last days. And all I’m showing you, tied to the seventh seal. Genesis 18, Genesis 6 and 7 is the seventh seal. When the three powers come, watch the third pull then.

The sword of the Lord will flash like lightning. But dreams was part of the communication at harvest-time, in the harvest rain, between reaping and threshing, to move them into that ministry. He move into that ministry by dream and visitation. Ministry of Angels. Is that right? Same angel coming back around a second time, revealing to him, changing his seeing, showing him the mystery of the three powers coming like locusts. What they coming to eat up? The land; showing him the ministry of the sword of the Lord, how they getting ready to come into it, offer the burnt sacrifice, what it was? To bring the spirit upon him.

Angel coming to Mary. Angel coming back around, “I will return.” Same Angel come back around for Sarah. Oh my!

Friends, this blessed Bible that we love so much, this message that we love so much. This great thing.

And when Gideon heard the telling of the dream and the interpretation thereof, that he worshipped,

He worshipped. When he heard the telling of the dream and the interpretation, he worshipped. A lot of people does sit down so (arms folded and muttering, ‘dream, them talking about dream.’) Ah Hah. He worshipped. Between reaping and threshing in the days after the prophet, when the angel of the Lord return, before the ministry of the sword of the Lord. Because it was revealing. you are going to that ministry, the three powers coming.

This year all your food gone up. This year all your plane fare gone up. Who bringing that depression? You better be having visitation. Because if you are missing your type, what are using
you saying, you are bride, if you are missing your type. This is for identification. When you match that, you know it’s you he’s talking about. This is an encrypted mystery. When this communication is being de-encrypted to you, you are looking and seeing you, like He looked at Jonah and Moses and David and saw Himself. You looking at this and seeing you. And you wave in the mirror and it wave back and you say, “my goodness that is me, that’s me there.”

Is there an economic depression? Is there three powers being united? Religion, politics and demon powers? Is there a promise of the ministry of the sword of the Lord? May I hold that King’s sword tightly, grip it closely, march for the third pull, is my prayer. Wait until those seven thunders utter their voices to that little group, who could take the word and hand it there, it will slice and cut. The spoken word will be the thing that will start the rapturing faith. When the squeeze comes, watch the third pull then. Oh, my!

Let me make a few statements here with this. I need a few more minutes here. You see, I want to show you God’s science. I want to show you God’s science. Remember when I start this message, I was telling you, I was dreaming I was preaching, places. This is where I get this inspiration from you know. All this scripture and these things open from a dream. I was in places preaching and I couldn’t understand that. And God started to give me these scriptures in my mind. If you hear the first two parts of this message already, see. This one I add prophecy in to make Joel complete there, because you see, I am looking for certain things to open, because you can’t have no access if nothing isn’t open. It takes a key to open the Word. The third pull is the opening of the Word. And it passed in an unknown language, because part of the message was sealed up, because Satan wanted to get a hold of it, but the Holy Spirit was to come in season, like: He know where Gideon was, He drop down there. He know where Abraham and Sarah was, so He passed back a second time. He know where Mary was, the angel drop down there. Understand these things, what we’re talking.

This is about not coming to church now, with Bro.Vin and them. This is about if you are a believer, and you are called in this hour, and you are expecting to be part of the rapture, and you have to see certain things in your life, that’s teaching you about a next
world. Because Elijah was getting transmission when the hour came, where to go. Is that right? Where the angels were going to pick him up. And that didn’t happen on that day. All before that time, he’s in communication and getting revelation, and God using him, and having visions, and he could tell Ahab things and different things like that, before he was taken out. Enoch was walking with God before he was taken out. He had a testimony, he pleased God.

If we understand the message and don’t come in to the unseen world, because the Holy Ghost makes you a candidate for the supernatural and an association with the unseen world. That’s what the Holy Ghost is given for. Because the Holy Ghost takes you out of the humanistic realm and brings you into faith, and faith looks to the unseen. The things that are seen are temporal but the things that are not seen are eternal. You walk by sight looking at the temporal things; You walk by faith looking to the eternal things. My! Oh my! So listen quickly.

Now God make us up to live in three realms and that’s why He tells us here, He says, ‘You live in three realms.’ Now on a message, The Ark –Now there’s three elements that people live in. First is the humanistic. Second is Divine revelation. And third is vision. Now, this, like in prayer, when you pray for anyone in humanistic, you say, ‘well, I hope you’ll get well. I’m hoping, see. I’m believing with you, I’m trying to use all the faith I can.’ That’s human. That’s man walking by sight. Second is divine revelation – when something is revealed. “Whom do men say, I the son of man am?” One say he is Jeremiah, you know, he does cry plenty. A man say, that’s John the Baptist boy, come back from the dead, because that man does blast call them snake in the grass, just like John. Next man says, he like Moses, you know, because I understand when he born, it had a persecution, he’s always be talking about Moses say, but I say, and you know how he type Himself with Moses. Then while all of them guessing, in the humanistic trying to figure it out in their human mind, Peter said “Thou art the Christ”. He say now, “Flesh and blood did not reveal that, my Father revealed that, and upon this rock” - in other words, “this come by supernatural transmission and when you spoke that, you wasn’t speaking with your human mind there, you
spoke it, being given utterance from another intelligence”. You get what I’m saying?

He say, now that’s how I build my church, because in every age, I does reveal my word so. Because it came by revelation to Peter, it came by revelation to Paul, because Paul said, “not by the will of man, not by the will of flesh, but by revelation of the Holy Spirit.” Then John- John say, “when I saw the Dove come down,” the Dove had to be reveal who He was , then I say, “Behold the Lamb of God”. If the Lord had to reveal it to John, the Lord had to reveal it to Peter, the Lord had to reveal it to Paul, He say the same thing had to reveal it to you. And the revelation of Jesus Christ is the New Birth.

Until that don’t happen, you are in the humanistic, and as something come, and a next thing push you so, push you that way, somebody drop some monkey wrench in your mind, then you don’t know what you believe again. You were saved and you get back lost. You understand what I’m saying? But when it reveal - reveal means, thou art no more Simon - I call you Peter, Cephas - little stone- upon this rock. I give you a revelation to know who I am. Upon this revelation of who I am, I’m going to build my church. See? When the Son of man comes back in this day, it revealed to you who He was? It revealed to you He came? It revealed to you His ministry still going on? You understand? It’s still going on. It always end with resurrection. That’s a great thing. Now watch.

Now from Genesis, God made man for two worlds. And from Genesis, I take some dreams here. I leave out Daniel. It will take too much time to go into it, because I want to say some of these things first. We’ll take that up a next time, but I want you to see, God designed man to live in these three realms. He said the third one is vision, cause that’s Thus said the Lord. That’s perfect and positive. We will see the sleeping saints when they raise and the world wouldn’t see them, and you aren’t going to see no ghosts, you know, you would be talking with people, your brothers and sisters, so that’s a great thing.

So you see where He’s trying to raise the church up, and He have to give us something to raise us up there. Cause if you sit down here, and you don’t have light on the Word, you have imagination in your mind, and when you have imagination in your mind, you can’t act on your imagination, you’re afraid because you
still have fear, imagination don’t take out fear, but faith does make you fearless. Faith does make you fearless! Why? Because it is revealed from the Word, and you are tied to the Absolute and it can’t fail. That’s why, when people, they have imagination about their healing, they have a feeling, they get emotionally worked up about their healing, and as they get a little more sick, Oh God! They get frantic. But Jairus daughter died, and He said, “don’t trouble him no more”, and He looked him in the eye and say, “Fear not, only believe.” In other words, if it get worse, it don’t make a difference, He’s with you. You understand?

When you are hearing the Word like this, you know what you have to do in your heart. Don’t get frightened and all terrified, say, ‘Jesus, that’s the faith I want, oh God write it in my heart, I want to live there Lord. Lord, God I see it clear in your Word this morning, lift my soul up in those places.’ That’s where you want to walk, because you have to have a rapturing faith, that could change this body in a twinkling of an eye, and that is promised to be here, and this same Holy Spirit that justify you, drawing you, bringing you to sanctification, this same Holy Spirit, will finish the work, and now in this hour, He’s making you make another step. One step up the ladder, another step up the ladder that we might see Jesus and his program, where have the hidden manna. Is that right? Because the light is shining on the rock beneath the rock. Now watch.

Down through the ages, God designed us for two worlds. Man in every age. Every age God had men who lived in two worlds, every age. Elijah and Elisha lived in two worlds. Abraham lived in two worlds. Moses and Joshua and them lived in two worlds. Jesus and the Apostles lived in two worlds. Bro.Branham and the bride live in two worlds. You have the New Birth, the new don’t birth you back in the same old world. The new birth does birth you out of the old world, so you could see the kingdom of God, and you could enter the kingdom of God, and you could live in the kingdom of God. And the kingdom of God is the Word made spirit in you. The scripture come alive, energize – quickened, your thinking quickened, your faith quickened. Amen. I’ll take this scripture and close. Let the musicians come for me. Matthew 2. Quickly. I want to save some time and just pick the little part I want, so I could say this and close.
This invisible union we talk about, this intelligence, the mind of Christ being revealed in the body. It is a science, a higher science, a Divine science far more sophisticated. Now how many know we are in an information age? In this age, it becomes very easy to understand the unseen world. The unseen world could now be grasped and understood in ways that it could have only be imagined. But science and technology have taken man into the unseen world.

With the microscope, they could see things that they never knew existed. Things more deadly than the atomic bomb. When they used poisoned gas and all these things in World War 1, and kill about fifteen million people, Spanish flu killed twenty million after the war. A virus. Today, biological weapons. Over ninety million people was devastated. Amerindian tribes when Columbus and them came, bringing blankets, bringing small-pox and these things, that the people had no immunity to. And more was killed than was killed with the sword and famine and hard labour, because they had no immunity to the diseases. And all those diseases are being produced in laboratories today. And under your fourth seal, it tells you. They’ll kill off one fourth part off the world and pestilence is one of the things and right now they are testing it around the world. And every time you read in the papers and this flu break out here, and bird flu break out here. Go back to your fourth seal and start to understand depopulation and understand the realm that war is being fought. An extermination for expansion, and how evil men have come, and scientists with their test tubes was mixing that, while that horse was riding that trail a second time.

That biological weapons experiment was going on when they was riding, and He said, “I’ll ride this trail once more.” Go in the message And Knoweth It Not. I’m quoting. Because the prophet went in the Bible and start to bring out what men had dreamt. Junior Jackson was dreaming the first fold of the seventh seal, men was dreaming the second-fold of the seventh seal, and when the prophet, when the vision came, the prophet went in the Bible, to Revelation 10 and show what Junior was dreaming, was being interpreted there. The seventh angel’s ministry. Then when he come back. I’ll ride this trail once more. Of Whom Speaketh The Prophet This? And see if in the Bible after Revelation 10: 1-7 is
not Revelation 10: 8 – 11. Thou must prophesy again. See if after Revelation 22:16, I, Jesus have sent my angel to testify these things in the churches. Revelation 22: 17. And the spirit and the Bride say come. It always follows. See if after Jesus, the Alpha Bride didn’t follow. See if after the Son of man in the last days a body ministry is not to follow. See if by and through the members of the bride, He’s going to finish the work. It’s to follow. You see the perfection of these things?

It’s not make-up friends. It’s placed it in the message, place it in the bible, place it in the season, place it with the modern events to prove to you that God’s grace is amongst us. We are not walking blind; we are not walking looking through a glass darkly. We are starting to see face to face, because this is what the prophet said, ‘you shall know as you were known’. That was the work of the Holy Spirit. You don’t know what will happen to me if you try to take that away from me. You try to take that away from me, you open a cage and you’re letting a lion out, because that’s the thing that drives me. I’m looking for the promise. I’m believing. I’m making ready for the promise. I’m testifying of the promise. I’m pressing into the promise, because I believe it, because I see it in the bible. It is inspired to me. Let’s take from verse 12. You know the story. Matthew 2: 1-11, the wise men came looking for him saying, “we have seen His star in the East, where is He, born King of the Jews” and when Herod realize that there was a King born, and the scriptures said, ‘Out of Bethlehem Judah, was going to come forth the Governor.’ You know what happened? I tell you. Herod had a scheme. The red dragon wanted to devour the man child and verse 12 says,

And being warned of God in a dream

This is the wise men here. Herod had told them, go and find Him, bring back news, because I want to worship Him too.

And being warned in a dream that they should not return to Herod,

They departed into their own country another way.

The prophet said, “think of it, the preservation of the man child is coming through the form of a dream, through the form of a dream. You know why? No prophet in the land, but God could still communicate to the elect through a secure channel.
And they were warned of God in a dream that they should not return to Herod, they departed into their own country another way.

And when they were departed Behold, the angel of the Lord appeareth unto Joseph in a dream,

From the wise men, He jumped over to Joseph in a dream saying,

_Arise and take the young child and his mother, and flee into Egypt, And be thou there until I bring thee word: for Herod will seek the young child to destroy him._

Look at Herod, when the wise men did not come back and Herod realized that he was deceived by the wise men, according to the prophecy in Jeremiah, Rachel weeping for her children. That devil came upon Herod in wrath and Herod say, ‘surround the whole of Bethlehem, I want them in the north and the south, the east and the west. Lock down the whole city, and go from house to house, take enough troops, divide up the men and go from quarter to quarter of that city and every male child under two years, slaughter.’ And brother, from Jerusalem, those man mount their horses, those men armed themselves with their weapons and those men start to position and lock down that whole city, so there’s no escape out of that city, east, west, north or south and they moving in to slaughter every male child under two years old. And while they are about to carry out that campaign and slaughter everything and them men riding with their horses and Herod realized he get deceived, he say move quickly so this child don’t escape he say, “move quickly”. And them men, as fast as they could come on their horses, they were riding and with speed, and God – I want you to see, drop over in a dream and beat. God beat them soldiers, that by the time they arrived; they being dispatched by Herod, a political power, armed soldiers, to bring a destruction upon that city. And these men, to carry this out expeditiously – quickly – God find a quicker way – God find a quicker way than the military of the day, with their assassins and their armed troops and their military power, sweeping down in that city. He wake up with information where to go. Not run helter-skelter you know? Where to go, what to do when you get there and with the assurance and I will be contacting you further to keep you updated on the
development that’s taking place. All of that in a dream and God promised in the last days I will transmit the same way because I designed you to receive these kind of transmissions.

I’ll bring visions to you, I’ll bring revelations to you, I’ll bring prophecy to you, you’ll be able to have discernment of spirit to know that is the spirit at work, working according to a Divine promise in the Word. And notice something, all the examples I am showing you is examples tied to this day when the promise is to be manifested. Notice this. This is the second time the angel of the Lord appearing to Joseph in a dream. This is two dreams Joseph done get. Same channel, same transmitter, concerning the same child and that was the fulfilling of prophecy to manifest the promise Word for the hour because they were the Elect through whom this word was coming to pass.

When he arose he took the young child and his mother by night, and departed into Egypt: and was there until the death of Herod: that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet saying, out of Egypt I have called my son.

More prophecy being fulfilled. Dream - a dream interpreted is a vision and then this vision being made manifest is a prophecy in the Bible. You understand? Oh Jesus!

Then Herod, when he saw he was mocked of the wise men, was exceedingly wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the children that was in Bethlehem, and all the coasts thereof two years old and under, according to the time he had diligently enquired of the wise men. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying in Rama was there a voice heard of lamentation, and weeping and great mourning, Rachel weeping for her children and would not be comforted, because there are not.

Just like and they will hunt you down like dogs, but this persecuted and hunted group will go to be with Jesus in the marriage supper. All these prophecies will come to pass and when you see the squeeze come, watch the third pull then all these will happen also the same way.
But when Herod was dead, behold an angel of the Lord appeareth in a dream

Notice in verse 13 it says the angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream, in verse 19 behold an angel of the Lord appeared in a dream saying - this is continuity you know? When this one come its speaking the continuation of ‘I will talk to you later on and keep you updated’ so when he come he give him the update, so even though it’s a different angel, let’s say it’s a different angel a different image, he know it’s the same because it’s the continuation of the first revelation. You catch what I am saying? I hope you catch what I am saying. I love the Word.

Saying, arise, take the young child and his mother and go into the land of Israel: for they are dead which sought the young child’s life.

And he arose, and took the young child and his mother, and came into the land of Israel.

But when he heard that Archelaus did reign in Judea in the room of his father Herod, he was afraid to go thither:

Notwithstanding, being warned of God in the dream

Third dream again, next dream again dream, dream, dream, three times, plus the first one when she was carrying the child, three after when she was carrying the child and then one to the wise men, five dreams right in that time. In Matthew 1 and 2 is five dreams. Isn’t it strange how God put the word there? God put five dreams in two chapter’s right there with the birth of the Word and the preservation of the Word. First the Elect understanding that the Word is being fulfilled in her and getting a revelation. Then secondly a word being revealed to save them from destruction. Flee. And revealing the place of refuge and then coming back now and pick up where the first dream left in the second dream. In the second dream he pick up where he left the first dream. First dream he said ‘I will come to you later on’ then when he come back now he said now depart now, he who sought the child’s life is dead, direct continuation of what come the first time. You ever get one revelation in one season and then a next season God would come back and pick up the same revelation from there and continue it on. If you sit down in this church you see that over and over. He does
pick up them same messages and continue it on further when He stop it at a certain place. That’s the God of the Bible. Sometimes you look at that now your discernment, you say oh my goodness. It’s being revealed to us what time we are living in friends, what day we are living in.

And he came and dwelt in a City called Nazareth: that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets, he shall be called a Nazarene.

Prophecy, Dreams, it’s happening to them in their normal every day life, no crowd no body getting goose–bumps and saying oh gosh, look the supernatural happening among them. No, no, no. They living and walking in the fulfilling of the Word instructed from the inside led by the spirit. All these things, so wonderful, so marvelous. After 1Thessalonians 4, 1 Thessalonians 5 He say, despise not prophesying, quench not the spirit. Paul said I’ll rather you prophesy than you speak with tongues. He said when you speak with tongues you edify yourself but when you prophesy you edify the church. You see prophecy is speaking by inspiration, telling forth things in the Word, even things about people in many forms.

Prophecy is not just yea saith the Lord don’t do so and so, no, no, no. Under the inspiration of prophesying God gave comfort, God gave encouragement, God edify the body, God begin to foretell things, placing the Word in its season, in its time, that’s right. When Gabriel came to Daniel and begin to tell him about them seventy weeks and all these things laying there. Just like he spoke through the prophet and then many of these things have been fulfilled and many remain unfulfilled and then when the spirit come back around and start to show light on the things that He promised don’t interpret this it will come to you and when it start to come to you, you know, look this is where he promised, now you could preach it from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22, Why? Because a prophet hath said, prophesying don’t try to interpret it, He’ll come to you because he came back to them after the mighty angel descended. He opened the scriptures to them. He breathed on them, he opened their understanding to understand what was in the Word. He was setting them in order for His promise.
Bro: Branham tell the story where Bro: Bosworth. This is the thing I wanted to get to, all this I preach to get this. He said one day he was driving with his wife in Jeffersonville, driving, New Albany, she was so flusterated, so much people in the house, children didn’t eat for the day, she was nervous, she was just falling apart, and he said, ‘honey quickly let me help you clean up the dishes, I want to take you for a little drive,’ and he was carrying her around them big bluffs around the mountains, he say, ‘ and while he was driving around the mountains for about a mile.’ think of it say, ‘about ten minutes he was driving, the whole windshield became foggy and white and the car - the angel is driving the car, he’s in the vision. He said I saw Bro: Bosworth coming off a train in Durban, South Africa, then I saw the people coming with a stretcher, ambulance and they pick him up then I saw him in the hospital, and he is seeing all of this, in new Albany he is looking into South Africa in Durban. CNN does make you see that today. You could be in Trinidad and see somewhere else, because they find the way to show you that but he is sitting down there without CNN and BBC and he is seeing that going on by a divine science because God design him to receive transmission to communicate this and his wife realize like he is in a daze and she said, ‘Bill, Bill, Bill.

When he came out the vision she say, ‘you mean to say you were in one of those things,’ and she looked down there way up around them cliffs she say, ‘for the last ten minutes, I’m in this car and this is what’s happening’, he say he was unconscious of what was going on around maybe for ten minutes while that car was going round he had drive about a mile. Now you, you going around them cliffs you not driving sixty miles an hour right? And he drive a mile. So if you driving sixty miles an hour, that’s what, a mile a minute? He say he drive - he was about ten minutes in that vision and he came out and said, ‘honey I have to pray for Bro Bosworth now, now, now,’ he say he pull aside by some woods, run out in the woods, kneel down in the woods and start to pray, and start to pray for Brother Bosworth, came back out, went home, call his wife, Bro: Bosworth’s wife, she hadn’t heard anything yet.

Later, next day telegram came, telephone call come he say western union, they say, ‘we have a telegram for Mr. Branham, could he come to the phone,’ he goes to the phone they says, we
have a telegram for you sir and it come - Reverend Bosworth request for you to pray for him immediately, he’s dying. Bro: Bosworth realize he’s dying and he knows the prophet has access to God. He send the communication the fastest way he could send it, by telegram. When the prophet saw the telegram came. That was, at that time, that was science fastest way of transmitting information. News calling for help, and he says he call back the people, he say, tell me lady, when did they send that telegram? She give him the time, he say through flying I have one of these charts that does give you world time, I look on my Pan-American chart and there on that chart, I realize the telegram was sent twenty four hours ago, it had now arrived. Bro: Bosworth was done healed and out the hospital. He say the Angel of the Lord beat the telegram by twenty four hours.

Now think of what we’re talking about now, back in this day, in the time of the restoration when Elijah come, when the latter rain is to be poured out and God start back these transmissions, for all these ages they had man who not living in two worlds and all of a sudden when the Rapture age come, God put a messenger now, a man living in two worlds from birth, Hallelujah! First thing he could remember was a vision, eighteen months old, man from birth - angel visiting him from birth and such a man was sent with a message to open the Bible to a people who God is going to take out of this world into another world and God had the man to go there and see these things and God had the man while in the operation of this ministry, he say you see me standing here, like we see on the film DEEP CALLING UNTO DEEP the woman getting younger and younger, he say I see you are getting younger before me. All of us watching the film we see him talking to the woman and ain’t see no woman getting younger, but we hear him saying that watching the woman and then he said twenty five years ago, he says there was a car (yes) and I see the crash and you fell out and, (yes) it’s your neck (yes) and he is talking that from the vision. He say some people ask me, ‘Bro: Branham, do you feel impressed and you say it because it come into your mind,’ he say, ‘no, no, no, you don’t understand I see these things.’

He say recently medical science came and they saw the visions in the meetings they saw that word of knowledge in operation, they say, ‘we will like to examine you, it will help medical science if
we could find out how you are made up, how you seeing these things.’ He say, ‘they give me a wave test and they put me on a machine.’ And when they put him on the machine the man say, ‘wait a minute, wait a minute, we have examined thousands of people, we have never found a man like you’, he say, ‘you make up different, he say according to this machine here you can see a dream wide awake, because in this your two consciences is like this[ Bro Vin puts his two hands together] he say we never see that before,’ he say, ‘doc have you ever heard about the old testament prophets? Have you ever heard about visions? A world that the church has forgotten about. A world when the church come scientific. A world when the church only know to pick up offering and ordain women preachers.’

God had a man going back in the Bible and showing us where the first man was made to live. Where the real New Birth come to put man back where God promised in the last days. Though God did deal with Abimelech, Jacob, Joseph, Laban, Pharaoh, Gideon in the book of Judges, with that man with the dream, Daniel, Nebuchadnazzar, all of them in dream, yet he promised when the latter rain is poured out, there’ll be a definite dealing of dreams, there will be a definite dealing of visions, there will be a definite dealing of prophecy. In other words that coming through the fourth dimension that’s opening up another world to you, well science already did that and when science opened it up to us, now we are understanding, that there is another world there, that the angels are here, the people who died and went on is right here, that’s why in this hour we have all these clairvoyance.

Like I say the other night, the other Sunday, that woman Yesenia Adams or Gonzalez or what ever the woman name is. When they enlist this psychic woman to go to help locate the woman see! First they had the ecumenical prayer, then they had all the business community, they get the police, then they get the soldiers, so you have, you have the armed forces, you have the politicians, you have the business community, you have the religion and then you had the psychic, then you even have the message-people it was in the Guardian, the message-minister who got the people in Zimbabwe to pray and all these different thing trying to keep them, to locate this lady,
And I told the brothers right there the night after I preach the first part of this, the Friday, I sat down there and I said you know what will happen, next thing your going to get, and I call the woman name, they will get this Yesenia Gonzalez and try to get her to locate this woman, and the next day it was in the papers. Bro: Steve, he sent me an e-mail, I had seen it long before because when I open the paper in the morning, I say my goodness I call this woman name last night and I tell the people this. I say you know what happen here the angel beat the guardian, You read that thing.

Look how much realms of humanity in the society, look at the realms, the religion, the politics and the demon powers. you see, you does see thing in front of you ,but its where you are walking, is what discernment you have, it’s where you are living, its what you are looking for, its what you believe about the Word and that’s why friends, as the brother preach God in simplicity, look how simple the things are, look what was happening to Mary and Joseph, look what was happening right there to Abraham and Sarah, walking in line with the promise and then something happened to throw them out of channel and Sarah in danger and the promise is about to be fulfilled and watch God guarding that word after the Son of man is revealed, you get that?

You don’t panic, you don’t go in panic mode you get quiet before God and you start to talk to the Father when you know your place in the Bible. I keep you too long, I can’t keep you any longer, but it was good, this is a good word. This sort of raise you out of the humanistic realm, bring you up in the realm of revelation and visions because dream and vision in the same realm, it just the difference in the closeness of the sub-consciousness because the dream interpreted is the vision because they are both being transmitted from the same source using different means and when its coming to pass is really prophecy being fulfilled.

God bring His Word to pass and the people miss it by a million miles because they don’t know what to look for, but that’s why you have to go in the Word and get your thinking filtered and see when God gave dream in the Bible, the first dream, look where it come, between the Shout and the Trump. Look where the second dream come between the Shout and the Trump. Look where it come on the other side between the angel descending and she giving birth to the Word. You understand? And you watch it and
seeing where it come and then he prophesy, it coming back at harvest time, at the end of the age, three definite things. God make you up to receive transmissions, the bride is made up to receive instruction, supernatural instructions she is made up to hear from another world, you can’t be going to another world and you are not hearing from that world, you can’t be living, looking to that world if you don’t even know that world exist. It is the influence from that world that keeps you looking to that world. Did he tell us you heard from your Theophany? Did he say do you feel that travail, is a perfection calling you, that’s why you’re going through this? Did he say that husband better find them cantaloupes and them water melons, other wise that baby’s gonna born perverted and deformed, he better find them things in the Word to grow that child in the image to bring a church into speaking conditions to live in close association with the unseen world and to walk in the supernatural and if we don’t know these things are promised here and then it’s happening, you wouldn’t even know a scripture is being fulfilled and if when it come in simplicity, you wouldn’t give it the emphasis and pay attention to it as you ought to, but when you know what it is, it would give you faith like Gideon to say come on, time to go, I heard the man tell the dream and the interpretation, I knew it’s time for this.

Let’s stand to our feet. I want to sing Arise Thou Mighty Man of Valour and brave the fight, victory is in thy favour. You have enough left in you to sing that song? It’s going to take something out of you to sing that, you know, because we just can’t sing those words now. SHOUT the sword of the Lord and of Gideon [music plays] it sounding good [music continues to play].

_Arise thou mighty man of valour and brave the fight_  
(Oh Victory) _Victory is in thy favour go in this thy might_  
_The Midianites are running it’s spiritual Armageddon_  
(Oh shout the sword) _of the Lord and of Gideon_  
_Date, the spirit of Gideon is on me_  
(Oh yes the spirit of the Lord) _Yes the spirit of the Lord_  
( Is anointing me) _Is anointing me_
(Oh dig deeper in those mysteries)
_Dig deeper in those mysteries_
(Let your seven locks grow long)
_Let your seven locks grow long_
(Oh anointing of Samson)
_Oh anointing of Samson,
(Let faith muscles)
Let faith muscles become strong;
(Lord lead me)
_Lord, lead me to those pillars,
(Let me cast those devils down)
_Let me cast those devils down_
(Oh let me hear those Seven Thunders sound)
_Let me hear those Seven Thunders sound;
(Yes the spirit of Samson is on me)
_For the sprit of Samson is on me,
(Oh yes the sprit of the Lord)
_YES, the sprit of the Lord_
(Is anointing me)
_Is anointing me._

(Oh speak now my fair lady)
_Speak now my fair lady,
Touch the scepter in my hand_
(Make known your desires)
_Make known your desires_
Its my pleasure to command
_Lord, my people, they are dying,
They must have their liberty;
(Lord let me go)
_Let me go and set the captive free”.
(Oh for the spirit of Esther)
_For the spirit of Esther_
( Is on me)
_Is on me_
_Yes the spirit of the Lord_
(Is anointing me.)
_Is anointing me_
(Oh you have followed me this far)
You have followed me this far,
(What can I do for you)
What can I do for you?”
“Let a double portion of Your spirit rest upon me too
‘You ask a hard thing but if you see Me go,
(The power of the Lord )
The power of the Lord you shall know”
(Oh for the spirit of Elisha )
Oh for the spirit of Elisha is on me,
(Oh my)
Yes the spirit of the Lord
(Is anointing me)
Is anointing me

(Arise, you moping eagles)
Arise you moping eagles
(Cease hopping on the ground )
Cease hopping on the ground,
(Oh can’t you hear your brother Screaming? )
Can’t you hear your brother screaming?
( There’s virtue in that sound)
There ’s virtue in that sound
(Arise and eat)
Arise and eat, be strengthened
For this journey you must be strong,
(You were born)
You were born to set your eyes on the Sun.
(For the spirit of the eagle)
For the spirit of the eagle is on me,
(Oh My)
Yes the spirit of the Lord is anointing me

(Arise thou mighty men)
Arise thou mighty men of valour and brave the fight
(Oh victory)
Victory is in thy favour go in this thy might
The Midianites are running
(But if you see me go)  
*It’s spiritual Armageddon*

*Shout the sword of the Lord and of Gideon*

(Oh for the spirit)  
{Bro. Vin prays for saints at the altar while the congregation continues singing}

*For the spirit of Gideon is on me.*  
Shout the sword of the Lord }

And of Gideon}x 8

(That’s the promise, shout the sword )  
*Shout the sword of the Lord and of Gideon*

(Oh one more time, shout the sword)

*Shout the sword of the Lord and of Gideon*

Hallelujah! Let’s give the Lord a great round of applause. Amen
This great mighty God, Hallelujah! Have not I sent thee go in this thy might God shall smite the Midianites as one man he said my Gideon blew that trumpet and Eliezer was gathered after him, Glory be to God in the highest and after a burnt sacrifice the glory of God came down, Hallelujah! Oh thank you Jesus, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Glory, Lord Hallelujah!

Nineteen Eighty Six (1986) the Holy Spirit thundered out in Barataria with that message oh God. The burnt offering at the harvest time, *God requires a burnt sacrifice at harvest time.* And under the power of that message in Judges 6 and 7 the Holy Spirit come behind and wrote this song Amen. And that message, God anointed to die, Samson. Amen. And Samson called unto the Lord the spirit of Samson come down and under that message of Esther, the spirit of Esther drop down, Oh My what a great thing friends to be in a church that is walking in the promises of God for this hour let us sing *Speak and Don’t Doubt*, Speak and don’t doubt as you worship Him in this song, let your faith rise this morning, this afternoon, let your faith rise in places, not because I am saying it now but because you see the promise Word Amen. You see what God promise to do, proving to you by the Bible this morning and under them latter rain showers, he say Abraham and Sarah came to the last shower and they was changed Amen. They had come from shower to shower, then the angels of the Lord appeared and then finally God said I will return according to the time of life, he say
they had come to the last shower Oh My! And under that shower God was enforcing a rightful condition of restoration, God was revealing by dream He is the enforcer He is guarding that bride, she will come to that promise Oh My! What a great thing. Speak and Don’t doubt.

*Speak and don’t doubt*

*Just believe in your heart*

And what ever you have need of right now
Believe him as you sing it
*Speak and don’t doubt*

Till His Word come to pass
Let him fill you my friend I will pour out my sprit he says
What ever thing you desire
*In your soul*

You just believe
He’s faithful
That my Lord he will perform
There shall be a performance of these thing told you from the Lord

Joshua spake to the sun
That the ministry of the sword of the Lord friends he said sun stand still
Wait until the thunders uttered there voices my friends
Its all because
He knew who he was
Oh bride from Tobago, St. Vincent, Grenada where ever your from, Trinidad
Having known who we are
Revelation 10:8 – 11 that’s who we are
If you believe sing it

We have arrived
Can you tell 2007
At that junction in his word
We have arrived
This is the sign of the end sirs
Where something must give way
God opened up the unseen world a faith of God a super sense
that’s look to the unseen
That is locked up in our hearts
We’ll speak this very word
We’ll see His Glory pass

How many believe
Our prophet spoke and he believed
The Word
*Our prophet spoke and squirrels did appear*
God redeemed Church has reached
Up to that sphere
Realm of revelation vision friends
Inside that little room where the power
Cannot fail

Enter in there
Let enter in by a new and living word
Where the light went in that room
Enter in there where the angel said
I will meet you
You’ll come out whole,
Believe with all your heart
With your Crutches in your hand
Leaping and praising God for there’s
Power in that room
With one heart and one mind
Chorus
He had faith to believe
The captain had come down to take headship over the body
It’s all because he knew who he was
He don’t call you church he call you bride
Bride Let us speak his word
Having known who we are
Oh Revelation 10:8-11 that’s who we are.

(Bro: Rojas prays.)